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The space ,% of R-functions consists of all rational functions whose poles are con- 
tained in a fixed, finite subset of the finite complex plane. Let {Q,} be a manic, 
regular sequence of elements in W. It is shown that {Q,} is an orthogonal sequence 
with respect to a linear functional on S? if f  the Q, satisfy a certain set of three term 
recurrence relations. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that there is a close connection between Pade 
approximants, orthogonal polynomials, and a type of continued fractions 
called J-fractions. Let @ be a functional on the space B of polynomials, 
which gives rise to a sequence of (manic) orthogonal polynomials { Qn). 
Then the (n - 1, n) PadC approximants at z = co for the power series 
C;co CpZ-(p+‘), where c,, = @(tP), can be written as P,(z)/Q,(z), where P, 
is the associated polynomial. (See, e.g., [ 11.) Furthermore, the sequence 
{ Qn} satisfies the three-term recurrence relation 
Q,=(z+k,)Qn~l-h,Q,-,, h,#O, for n=2,3 ,.... (1.1) 
On the other hand, if a sequence of (manic) polynomials satisfies (l.l), 
then there exists a linear functional @ on 9’ such that { Qn} is the corres- 
ponding sequence of orthogonal polynomials. This result is called Favard’s 
theorem. (See [24].) It follows that orthogonal polynomials, or equiv- 
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alently, denominators of certain (n - 1, n) PadC approximants at z = co, are 
exactly denominators of approximants of continued fractions of the form 
h, h2 h - - - . . . 
z+k,-z+k*-z+k3- ’ 
h,#O. (1.2) 
The nth approximants of the continued fraction is equal to the Pade 
approximant P,(z)/Q,Jz). These contined fractions are called J-fractions. 
We (2, 8,91.) 
There is a similar connection between two-point Pad& approximants, 
orthogonal Laurent polynomials, and M-fractions (or general T-fractions). 
Let CD be a functional on the space 2 of Laurent polynomials, which gives 
rise to a sequence of (manic) orthogonal Laurent polynomials {Q,}. Then 
the (n - 1, n) two-point PadC approximant at z = co, z = 0, for the formal 
power series C~ZOc,z-(p+l), -CT=, c-,,z~-~, where c,,=@(t”), can be 
written as P,(z)/Q,(z), where P, is the associated Laurent polynomial. (See 
[7, 151, where the situation is explicitly treated for the case that @ is 
positive.) Furthermore let (Q,} b e a sequence of (manic) orthogonal 
Laurent polynomials which are regular in the sense that the trailing coef- 
ficients are different from zero. (The manic Laurent polynomials can be 
written as Q2m(~)=r2m,-,~~m+ ... +z”‘, Q2m+l(~)=~~(m+L)+ ... + 
Y~,,,+~,,,z”‘. The trailing coefficients are r2m,--m, r2,,,+ l,m.) Then the Q, 
satisfy the three-term recurrence relations 
qb # 0, m = 1, 2, . ..) (1.3a) 
Q 2m+1- - Cem+~+(~~m)-~z+l Qzm+q2m+~Qzm-,, 
92m+l # 0, m = 1, 2, . . . . (1.3b) 
(See [7,9, 153.) On the other hand, if a sequence of (manic) regular 
Laurent polynomials satisfies (1.3), then there exists a functional @ on 2 
such that {Q,} is the corresponding sequence of orthogonal Laurent poly- 
nomials. (See [6].) It follows that regular orthogonal Laurent polynomials, 
or equivalently, denominators of certain two-point Pad& approximants at 
z = 00, z = 0, are exactly denominators of continued fractions of the form 
46l 92 93 94 
--1 -+ . . . . z +u,+o;‘z+u,+u,‘z-‘+u3+u;1+u4 (1.4) 
The nth approximant of the continued fraction is the two-pont Pade 
approximant P,(z)/Q,(z). These continued fractions are equivalent to 
M-fractions (which have the same denominators as general T-fractions). 
(See [7, 8, lo].) 
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In [11-141 a theory of orthogonal sequences of certain rational 
functions and their connection with multipoint Pade approximants was 
developed. Let { c~i, . . . . a,} be a fixed set of points in the complex plane. An 
R-function (belonging to these points) is a rational function with no 
singularities in the extended complex plane outside the set {a,, . . . . a,,}. Let 
CD be a functional on the space 9 of R-functions, which gives rise to an 
orthogonal sequence of (manic) R-functions {Q,}. Then an (n - 1, n) mul- 
tipoint Pad& approximant at z = co, z = a,, . . . . z = ap, for the formal power 
series CO/Z~ -c5=1 CjL)(Z-a.)j-l i = 1 ) 2, . ..) p, 
cji’ = @((t - aj)-j),’ can be written’ as P,(z)/Q,(z), 
where cO = @( 1 ), 
where P, is the 
associated R-function. (See in particular [ 141.) 
In this note we shall establish for sequences of manic, regular (see delini- 
tions in Section 2) R-functions { Qn} a connection between orthogonality 
and three-term recurrence relations, analogous to the ones for polynomials 
and Laurent polynomials described above. We thereby also establish 
connection between certain sequences of orthogonal R-functions and 
certain continued fractions. In addition we obtain necessary and sufficient 
conditions in terms of the coefficients of the recurrence formula, for the 
functional @ to be positive. 
2. ORTHWONAL R-FUNCTIONS 
Let {a,, a2, . . . . a,} be given points in the complex plane. Let B denote 
the linear space consisting of all functions of the form 
R(z)=a,+ i 5 CliJ i=,,=, (z-0’ a(), UqE c. (2.1) 
The elements of B are called R-functions. We note that a function R 
belongs to 9%’ iff it can be written in the form R(z) = A(z)/B(z), where B is 
a polynomial with all its zeros among the points {a,, ,,,, a,>, and A is a 
polynomial such that deg A < deg B. It follows that the space is closed 
under multiplication. 
Every natural number n can be written in a unique way as n = p . q,, + rn, 
where 1 < r, < p. We shall in all formulas write r for r,, and q for qn. When 
r=p we mean a, byar+l, when r = 1 we mean ap by a,- 1 and so forth. The 
meaning of statements relating to a, + 1, a,- I, etc., in such cases will be clear 
from the context. We denote by 9” the space of all R-functions of the form 
r q+l 
W)=ao+ c 1 
aii ,I i i au 
i=l,=l (Z-ai)’ i=r+li=i (z-d 
(2.2) 
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Let @ be a linear functional defined on W. We call the constants 
cO= @i(l), cj” = 0( l/(z-uj)j), the moments of the functional, and we call 
the functional itself (i.e., any linear functional on 9) a moment functional. 
A bilinear form ( , ) is defined on 9 x 9 by the formula 
(A, B) = @(A . B). We assume that the Gram-Schmidt process can be 
applied to the sequence 
i 
1 1 1 1 1 ~- 
l, (z~al)‘““(s--~~--a,)2’~‘(Z-uap):’(Z-ul)3’”’ I 
(2.3) 
such that an orthogonal sequence of R-functions {Q,: n = 0, 1,2, . ..} is 
obtained. In other words: We assume that @(Qi) # 0 at each step, so that 
we get a sequence (Qn} satisfying @(Q,Q,) = 0 for m #n, @(Qi) # 0. 
Obviously Qn~Bn-9L1, and {Q,, Q,, . . . . Q,-,} is a base of 9$-i, so 
that (Qn, A)=0 for every AE%?~-~. 
The function Q, may be written in the form 
V,(z) 
Q,(z) = N,(Z)? (2.4) 
where 
Nn(z)=(z-al)~+1-..(Z-ua,)~+1(Z-ua,+l)~...(2-ua,)~ (2.5) 
and V, is a polynomial of degree at most n. 
The function Q, may also be written in the form 
(n) 
Pl B 
(n) Pi 1 
Q.(4=~b"'+(Z-ul~+ ... +(z~up)+(z~ul)z 
B!21 (fl) Bn 
+ ... +(Z-u,J+l+(Z-u,)Y+l’ (2.6) 
where fir’ # 0. We shall in the following assume that R-functions called Qn, 
whether they are known to be orthogonal or not, can be written in the 
form (2.6). We may without loss of generality also assume that they are 
manic, i.e., that Sp’ = 1. We shall call Q, regular if fit? 1 # 0. This means 
that a,- 1 is not a zero of V,,. Note that monocity and regularity are con- 
cepts defined with respect to the (fixed) chosen order of the basic sequence 
(2.3). We shall call the sequence (Q,} regular if every Q, is regular. 
In the following we shall always assume that p > 3. 
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3. THREE-TERM RECURRENCE RELATIONS 
PROFWSITION 3.1. Let the regular sequence {Q,,} be orthogonal with 
respect to a moment functional @. Then the elements Q, satisfy recurrence 
relations 
Q,= 
A,(z-a,~+fn(z-a.-2) Q,_, 
r 
+G(z-a,-2)Q ~ 
n 2 for R = 3, 4, . . . . 
z - a, 
(3.2) Q2= A2(z;:; + BZ Ql + & Q, 
2 2 
Q,=(&+B,)Q,,+-&Q-l, with Q-l=O. (3.3) 
1 1 
Here A,,, B,, C, are constants given in terms of the functional @ and the 
associated sequence {Q,} by 
(3.4) 
B = -K?,(a,-a,-,) 
n 
(a,-l--a,-2) 
for n = 3,4, . . . . 
B, = -py’(a, -a,), B, = /?b” 
(3.5) 
-B~~,(a,-a,-,)~(Q~-,) 
“=Pr:z’)(a,-l -arP2) @(es-,)’ 
c2= -P12’(a2-al) @(Qf) 
Pb”@(Q;) ’ 
C, arbitrary. 
(3.6) 
In particular, B, # 0 for n = 1, 2, . . . . C, # 0 for n = 2, 3, ,.. . 
proof: The formulas for n = 1 are immediate. We consider n = 2. Since 
fir) #O there is a constant AZ such that (z-a2)Q2-A2(z-al)QIE 
Span(1, l/(z-a,)], hence there are B2, C2 such that 
(z-a2)Q2-A2(z-a,)Ql=B2Q,+C2Q,. (3.7) 
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Obviously A2 = /?~‘/fl~’ and B2= -fiy)(a,-a,). Note that (~-a~)/ 
(Z-a,)=1-(a,-a,)/(z-a,)Ea,, so that @((z - uJ/(z - al)) Q,) = 0. 
Also note that l/(z-a,) = Qi - /?:I, so that @(Q&z- al)) = @(Q:). It 
follows from (3.7) that 
and so 
c = W’(Q:) = -Ptz)(a, - a11 @(Q:) 
’ Pb”@(Q;) Pb”@(Qi$ ’ 
We next consider n 2 3. We set 
(3.8) 
with A,, = J?t? 2(ur - a,- 2)/j?~:21)(ul _ L - a,_ 2). Then the term with 
denominator (z - a, _ 2)q+2 vanishes in the partial fraction decomposition 
of W,, and hence W,, E %?-, . Since #(Qk. ((z - a,)/(~ - a,-,)). QJ = 0 
and @(Qk~((~-u,~,)/(z-ua,~2))~Qn~l)=0 if k<n-3, it follows that 
there exist constants B, and C, such that W, = B,Q,- 1 + CnQnp2. Hence 
By comparing the coefficients for the terms l/(z - a,+ l)q+ ’ in (3.9) we get 
fl?t,= -B,((u,_,-~,_,)/(a,-a,_,)), and so B = -~~!,(~,-a,-,)/ n 
(a,_ I -a,-,). Since 
Z-ua,-, 1 a,-1 -4-2 
(Z-cz-,)q+‘= (Z-u,_,)q+(Z-ua,_,)q+I’ 
it follows from (3.9) that 
O=@ ‘--’ Qn)=An@(tzf;-; ,q) (Z-u,-,)q+’ * 1 
Q.-2) 
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(Recall that Q,-i = l/(z--~,~,)~+’ + /I~:~)/(z-Lz..,)~+~+ .‘. +flg-“, 
en-* = ~/(z-u,..#+~+ ... +&‘P”.) Hence 
The inequalities B, # 0, C, # 0 follow immediately from (3.5)-( 3.6), since 
the sequence {Qn} is orthogonal and regular (facts which we have also 
already used). a 
4. A FAVARD-TYPE THEOREM 
In the following two lemmas, we assume that { Qn> is a sequence of 
manic R-functions which satisfy the recurrence relations (3.1)-(3.3) with 
B,#O, C,#O. 
We note that these assumptions imply that the Q, are regular. 
LEMMA 4.1. The functions Qn satisfy, for each k = 1,2, . . . . p - 1 and 
n > k + 2, recurrence relations of the form 
+pk-Icektl 
z-ua,-k-l 
z-u Qn--k-l, 
* 
where Al, . . . . Ak, pk, pk _ , are constants depending on n. 
ProoJ: For k = 1, the formula (4.1) reduces to (3.1) 
(4.1) holds for some k> 1 with k<p-2 and k<n-3 
have 
Qn=hQn-I+ 
z-ur-k 
... +&Q,,-,+PkT 
I 
X 
An-k(Z-u,~k~l)+B,-k(z-u,~k-z)Q ~ _ 
n k 1 
Z-us,-, 
(4.1) 
Now assume that 
Then by (3.1) we 
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+pk-LCn-k+l 
z-aa,-&- 
z-a &--k--l 
r 
=&en-,+ ... +&en-& 
+ bkAn-k+pk--lCn-&+I )(Z~~~k-l)+~kB~-k(z-a~-k~2) Qn-kpl 
, 
+ 
~kCd~-y-k-2) Qn-k-2. 
r 
There exist constants & + 1, p& + 1, depending on n, such that we may write 
(note that a, _ k-1 # a,), and so from the foregoing we obtain 
Qn=AQn-I+ ... +&+,Q,-k-1 +kh+I’-z~;k-l t&-k-, 
r 
+/i&c -k(Z-ar-k-2), ~ ~ n n k 2. z - a, 
(4.2) 
Thus formula (4.1) also holds for k + 1. 1 
LEMMA 4.2. The functions Q, satisfy, for n > p + 1, recurrence relations 
of the form 
+~~-2Cn-~+2Q,-,, (4.3) 
where A, , . . . . A,- 1, pp _, , pp- 2 are constants depending on n, and pLp _1 # 0. 
Proof The formula follows from Lemma 4.1 by setting k = p - 1, it 
being taken into account that ar-,,+ , = a,+ 1, ar--p = a,. Comparison of the 
coefficients for the terms l/(z - a,)q+ ’ shows that pP- r # 0. 1 
PROWSITION 4.3. Let {Q”} b e a sequence of (manic) R-functions. Zf the 
functions Q, satisfy recurrence relations (3.1 b(3.3) with B, # 0, C, # 0, then 
{Q,} is regular and orthogonal with respect to a moment functional @. 
Proof: Recall that the assumptions imply regularity of the Q,. We 
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define a linear functional Qi on 9 by @(Q,) # 0, @(Q,) = 0 for n = 1,2, . . . . 
We shall show by induction that 
when m>(p-l)p+r, meN, r=l,..., p, (4.4) 
for p = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
For p = 0 this is just the definition of @. Suppose that (4.4) is valid for 
some integer p E { 0, 1,2, . . . }. Let r E { 1,2, . . . . p} be arbitrary, and suppose 
that n=qp+r&(p- l)p+r+ 1. Then it follows from (4.3) in the form 
Q n+P AQ -= n+p-l+ 
(z - a,Y 
... +~p--lQn+l+~pp1(~-ar+l) 
(z - %Y 
(Z-(QJ+l Q,+, 
+ 1+2Cn+2Qn 
(z - a,Y 
(with new constants Ajzi, Pi, where still nPP, ~0) that 
@(~z~~~~~+l)=O~ when n=qp+r, q=p,p+l,.... (4.5) 
Using (3.1) in the form 
-aa,+, A+z(z--a,+,)+ Bn+z 
(z-a,)p+l Qn+2= (z-ar)p+l ( (z-ar)p Qn+l +cz:;:,p Q  ) 
we get 
@((Za;l:,:+l)=o~ when n = qp + r, q = p, p + I, . . . . (4.6) 
From (3.1), (4.5), and (4.6) it follows that 
@((zf~~~+l)=O, when j=l,..., p-l,n=pq+r,q=p,p+l,.... 
(4.7) 
From (3.1) in the form 
z-4+, 
(z-ar)p+l Qn+p+l= (z”“;:,:+ ( A B n+p+l(z--a,-d Q (z-ar)p+l > n+P 
C 
+ (z-f&y+1 
“+p+l(Z--,F,) Q _ 
n+p 1 
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it follows by (4.7) that Bn+p+ i @(&+J(z -u,)~+‘) = 0, and since 
B n+p+ i #O this implies 
Thus 
when n=qp+r,q=p,p+l,.... (4.8) 
@((zB;;:+l)=ol when m>pp+r, rnE N, r= 1, . . . . p. (4.9) 
This implies that (4.4) is valid for p = 0, 1,2, . . . . and hence obviously 
@(Q,Qk)=O if n#k. 
In order to show that @(Qz) # 0 for n = 1,2, . . . . we proceed as in the 
proof of Proposition 3.1. From (3.2) we obtain B2@(Qf) = j?~‘C,@(Q~), 
and hence @(Qf) # 0 since p :I, C,, and @(Q$ are non-zero. (Note that 
@(Qi) = @(Q,).) From (3.1) we get B,@(Qt-,) = /3~:~‘C,,@(Q~-,), for 
n z 3. Since C, and /3r:Z1’ are non-zero for all n, it follows by induction 
that @(& 1) # 0 for all n., 1 
THEOREM 4.4. Let {Q,} b e a sequence of (manic) R-functions. Then the 
following are equivalent : 
(a) The sequence is regular and orthogonal with respect to a moment 
functional. 
(b) The functions Qn satisfy recurrence relations of the form 
(3.1)-(3.3) with B,#O and C,#O. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 4.3. 1 
5. MULTIPOINT PADS CONTINUED FRACTIONS 
Let (Q,} be an orthogonal regular sequence of R-functions associated 
with a moment functional @. We choose an arbitrary constant C, # 0 in 
(3.3). From (3.1~(3.3) it follows that for n = 1,2, . . . . Qn is the denominator 
of te n th approximant of the continued fraction 
O” U”(Z) K- n-l v,(z)’ (5.1) 
where 
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u1(z) = &+B,, (5.2a) 
C2 u,(z)=- 
z-a2’ %(Z) = 
4(z--a’)+ B, 
z - a2 z-aa,’ 
u,(z) = 
Crib-a,-,) 
bz(z) = 
A”(z-a,.-,)+B,(z-a,~,) 
z-aa, ’ z-a i- 
(5.2b 
for n = 3, 4, . . . . (5.2~) 
(For standard information on continued fractions, see [S].) A continued 
fraction of this type, with B, # 0, C, # 0, we shall call a Multipoint Pad& 
continuedfraction or briefly MP-fraction. If a moment functional @ is given 
and the constant C, is chosen as C, = fib”@( l), then the numerators P, 
are the associated R-functions. (The associated R-functions P, satisfy the 
same recurrence relations as Qn, with initial values P-, = 1, P, = 0.) It 
follows that certain multipoint Pade approximants for the series c,/z, 
--xi”= i cj’)(z - a,)j-i, i = 1, . . . . p, where the coefficients are the moments of 
the functional, are the approximants of the MP-fraction defined by 
(5.1)-(5.2). (For a fuller treatment, see [ 143. For the basic concepts of 
multipoint PadC approximation, see also, e.g., [S, 161.) On the other hand, 
it follows from Section 4 and the remarks above that for any given 
MP-fraction, the approximants are certain multipoint Pad& approximants 
for the series c,/z, --cG i cJl”(z- a,)‘-‘, i= 1, . . . . p, where again the coefi 
licients are the moments of the functional whose corresponding orthogonal 
R-functions are the deniminators of the approximants of the MP-fraction. 
We note that except for a constant factor, there is only one possible 
moment functional that can given rise to an orthogonal sequence {Q,}, 
and the orthogonal sequence derived from a moment functional is uniquely 
defined. (Recall that the basic sequence (2.3) has a fixed order.) Thus the 
correspondence obtained in Section 3-4 between moment functionals which 
induce regular sequences of orthogonal R-functions and MP-fractions is 
essentially one-to-one. 
By taking into account (3.5) and recalling that B, = /?b”, we may rewrite 
(3.6) as 
(5.3a) 
(5.3b) 
@(Qi) = 
--B,C,+,(U,-,--~,-,)~(~~_,, 
&,+~(a,-a,-,) 
for n = 3, 4, . . . . (5.3c) 
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As above we choose C1 =/It)@(l), that is, C, = B,@(Qi). From these 
formulas it immediately follows that @(Qi) > 0 for n =O, 1, 2, . . . iff the 
following inequalities hold : 
Cl z>o 
1 
B,G ->o 
B2 
B,G 1 --.- >o 
B3 a,-al 
(5.4a) 
(54c) 
&Cn+t. a,-, -a,-, >o for 
B 
n = 3,4, . . . . (54d) 
n+l 4--a,-, 
Equivalent conditions are easily seen to be 
$>O 
1 
clc2>o 
82 
(5.5a) 
(5Sb) 
(-1)“~1 c,c;-c~+l ,a -; _ >() for n=2, 3, . . . . (5.k) 
n+l r rl 
We shall call the MP-fraction positive if the points (a,, . . . . a,} lie on the 
real axis, the coefficients A,, B,, C, are real, and conditions (5.4) (or (5.5)) 
are satisfied. Note that all the coeffkients A,, B,, C, are real iff all the coef- 
ficients @” of the Q, are real. The property @(Qz) > 0 for n = 0, 1,2, . . . is 
then equivalent with positivity of the functional @ (in the sense that the 
associated bilinear form ( , ) is positive definite). 
We sum up the main results of this section in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let {Qn} be a sequence of (monk) R-functions. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) The sequence is regular and orthogonal with respect to a moment 
functional. 
(b) The Q, are the denominators of the nth approximants of an 
MP-fraction. 
Furthermore the following conditions are equivalent : 
(a) The sequence (Q,, ) is regular and orthogonal with respect to a 
positive moment functional. 
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(8) The Q, are the denominators of the n th approximants of a positive 
MP-fraction. 
The correspondence between orthogonal regular sequences of R-functions and 
MP-fractions, in particular between orthogonal regular sequences belonging 
to a positive moment functional and positive MP-fractions, is essentially 
one-to-one. 
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